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THE AhTIST-ACTGh

La Fatre's Pthioggomy

ARCHETYXESI

Soanish Bvcningn

. Flint. sco in your imagination a small child slowly

approachingabox. tho contonto of which it is very interested

in. Don't incorporate tho child only its psychology. Your

invisiblobodymuct bo already with the object. and your

physical body follows. 2. Sea in your imagination a rabbit

Hitting on ito hounchco looking into the far distance. In—

corporate its psychology. 3. Soo a baby. Watch it woken.

Incorporate its psychology. AB cpmothing happens incido it

it smiloo - nothing from outcido‘- that is tho sort of smilo

for those children of tho Commodic doll'Arte.

Exercise thooc archetypes very slowly so that you

can completely control your ggn body and your gag psychology.

Exorcloou With this child-psychology approach an

objoct and when you teach it smile with the baby's quality of

wonder. Then ropeat this exorcioc by approaching the heap of

costrmos.

maximum: IZATIcrn

Ilooao avoid tho temptation to opeak with the

directors of the plays, to discuss the characters. lhis is

not our mannof of work. We have many other ways to discover

the character - by imagining your invisible body, etc. (lease
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avoid this temptation to discuss the character because then

everything remains in your brain. and later you will know very

much about your character but you will not be able to incor—

porate it. You have all been given certain suggestions about

the churactor. nd you will know more and more about it as

time goes on.

I have brought Ia Eatro‘s books 5L physiosnomy

and in your free time try to study the pictures. perhaps some

mouth or eye or construction of the hands or face will tell

you something about your character. Take it. love it and

develop it. Don't try to imitate the tunes outwgrdly but try

to understand how thin face. on ghat eye, or mouth can speak,

can move. Even if we can only sea the eyes we can guess how

the person could move. lry those oxperlnwcuts and don't may

anything to anyone. Ihis is your intimate work.
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Tifi ArTIST-ACTQRI

Snanish Eveninvu \

no will try to act in rhythm in this play because

the rhythms are more simple and more childish. In order to

do thie we need the group feeling and exercises in contact.

\ Exercises: Forming a circle - establish the contact

by opening your hearts, by saying to yourselves that each

member of the group is more important than you. and by inviting \

them to enter your heart.

If I want to be flexible i will be.‘ If i believe

only in gymnastics I will never got the things which i can

get through my psychology. /

The artist is something apart - the artist has h'

different psychology to other people. re does not need to

bo mystical or religious about this although it helps to be

religious in a very serious sense. but he must believe in his

creative power, in his soul which ro-eroztes the things which

are necessary for an artist. uhe artist can never believe

that things are as they are - for him they must be as he wants

them to be. If he wants the chair to be‘light. for instance.

it can be light because it depends upon his psychology. ihis

must be our psychology, ahd it must be in our blood. in our

whole beinv - this belief in our ability to change things.u

AECHETY:ES:

Sea in your imagination, some events. faces. characters
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which may lead to certain archetypes which helong to these

characters or events. In working on our two plays it Would

be good to accumulate different impreuaions which may lead

you to the archetype - look at some pictures. or read about

some euents which will bad to this archetype. Write it down

if it is an image or a thought. the time will come when you

will need to look through this window agaip ad again. ihe

more familiar: you are with the character. the more you will

:eed to 50 through all the things you have found. unoreforo

you muot accumulate all the impressions you can.

Ehis is the dif creuco between the wrong approach

to the outer world during our prqhose of preparing our parts,

and the right one.' She wrohg approach is. if I am gain,

to play a funry cunt and'I know my friend's aunt is like that,

V; begin to imitate hor.. lhiu is more naturaliam. But if you

have a picture 1h your imagination and you look upon it and

ask what t=e spirit of this aunt can tell you, you don't imitate

her but you absorb her apirlt into you. I

If for J an of Arc. for instance, we go to a cathedral

and take a picture of it aLd bring it onto the stage. this

would not be right. But if we get from tLe cathedral m;

im;mcsslon of the spirit and we re-ereate it. that Would be

right. ‘his in the difference between photograghic psychology

and creative psychology. If we are able to absorb impr95610us

and store them in our creative memory, than we have the right

to tako certain thlrgs and justify them. we may even take a
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special window in the cathedral because we have seen something

in this special window which our creative spirit wants to use.

Such things caL feed the spirit of an artist or aa actor.

 

 

ihis work can be done in the followir: wayx Srom

tine tc time you can come back to a curtain picture aid each

time you will get somcthing new from it. lou can ask the pic-

ture how it laughs. or how it speaku. or how it looks when

it is angry. ‘

Cur speech in improvisation becomes even worse than

in every-day speech. We must guard against this and have

courage to speak fully and cxpresnivély.

8y concentrating on song certain points of the

method. we are in danger of becoming more stiff and‘alow.

lhere are two reasons for this. First, by concentrating on

one part of the method Ho lose a certain actor's activity. and

become mere explorers. It is Lntural but we must know that

we must naver lose oux activity by doing certain exercises.

By studying certain things in our Hc1hod. the same activity

must be there. Secondly, we become slower and slower because

we arc not yet able to manage the method. until we are able

to manage it at once and have it in our whole body, we will

continue tu be slow and stiff. aha purpose of the Method is

just the opposite - it is given to incicase the life. He will

get more activity because it is beautiful to be in the state of

an artist - it is more ivtercsiinn to exist, to live, to be m.

artist. :hcrefcre it is wrong when we fulfill 51w objectives

slowly ard stiffly.


